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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2018 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification http://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/220734-specification-accredited-a-levelgce-latin-h443.pdf for full details of the assessment for
this qualification. These exemplar answers should also be
read in conjunction with the sample assessment materials
and the June 2018 Examiners’ report or Report to Centres
available from Interchange https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
Home.mvc/Index
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins –
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Exemplar 1

47 marks

(i) 5 marks; (ii) 4 marks; (iii) 5 marks; (iv) 5 marks; (v) 5 marks;
(vi) 4 marks; (vii) 4 marks; (viii) 5 marks; (ix) 5 marks; (x) 5 marks
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Examiner commentary
In section (i), the singular form ‘praise’ was allowed as a more natural way of expressing the plural laudibus in English. Singulars for
plurals (and vice versa) are not automatically allowed but they are when English idiom prefers it, as here. In (ii), primo means ‘for
the first time’ rather than ‘at first’ and atque was misplaced - the section can therefore only be credited a maximum of 4 (‘mostly
correct’) as there is more than one slight error. Sections (iii), (iv) and (v) are all completely correct and thus are credited 5. In section
(vi) examiners decided to require understanding of the use of et (‘of their own territory as well’). Failure to take account of et here was
considered more than a slight error and so this section was credited 4. In section (vii), this candidate was among many who did not
quite get the sense of exposuit – ‘exposed’, ‘displayed’, ‘revealed’ were not accepted – acceptable versions included ‘settled’, ‘landed,
put down’, ‘disembarked’. Section (viii) was quite correct. In (ix), ‘with much slaughter’ is slightly misplaced but the ‘benefit of doubt’
annotation (BOD) shows that the examiner accepted it as not greatly damaging to the sense. The last sentence was the section with
the lowest average mark on question 1 – this candidate has translated it faultlessly.

Exemplar 2

40 marks

(i) 5 marks; (ii) 3 marks; (iii) 3 marks; (iv) 4 marks; (v) 5 marks;
(vi) 4 marks; (vii) 5 marks; (viii) 3 marks; (ix) 4 marks; (x) 4 marks
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Examiner commentary
In section (i), ‘of the matter of the doings’ is rather odd for rei gestae but examiners accepted a variety of attempts to render gestae.
‘Spread through Rome’ was not quite right for Romam perlata est but was judged a slight error, thus allowing the section to be
credited 5. In section (ii), the candidate was not alone in wrongly associating par with pars or (as here apparently) parvus and they
would have done better to stick with their original translation of gloria before crossing it out. Taking esse as referring to the future
was considered a significant error. The sense of the first half of this section was wrong enough for the section to be credited 3
(‘more than half right’) rather than 4 (‘mostly correct’). Section (iii) contains a number of errors and was judged similarly to be worth
3. It was a surprise that this otherwise higher ability candidate did not recognise centum viginti in the next section – less common
numbers are worth revising! Section (v) is correct (5 marks) and section (vi) mostly correct (4 marks): the candidate has not seen how
the accusative Cercinam fits in and has mistaken the et. In section (vii) the failure to take account of the compound form of emissi
was considered a slight error which allows this section to be rewarded with full marks. Section (viii) is less successful (errors on inlati
and insidias) but there is more than enough correct for it to be credited 3 (‘more than half right’). In the next section, the meaning
of amissum est and quaestore have been missed (the latter error was particularly common) but the translation is otherwise correct.
In the first half of the last section the key word was soluta, which this candidate has missed. They have coped successfully with
the rest of the sentence, however, and were credited 4. Overall on the Livy question, the candidate has displayed a strong enough
knowledge of grammar and vocabulary to make good sense of all the sections but there were too many errors for them to be
credited full marks on more than three of the ten sections.

Exemplar 3

30 marks

(i) 4 marks; (ii) 3 marks; (iii) 2 marks; (iv) 3 marks; (v) 3 marks;
(vi) 4 marks; (vii) 4 marks; (viii) 3 marks; (ix) 1 marks; (x) 3 marks
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Examiner commentary
In section (i), the candidate seems to have wrongly associated gestae with the phrase bellum gero, and taken the perfect tulerunt
as a pluperfect (a ‘slight’ error). There is enough correct otherwise for the section to be judged ‘mostly correct’ and it was therefore
credited 4. In (ii), pars was often not known and primum was often wrongly taken as ‘at first’. The candidate has repeated their
previous tense error on senserunt and omitted atque. The section certainly gets the gist, however, and is clearly ‘more than half
right’, so it was credited 3. In section (iii), there are a number of serious vocabulary and grammar errors, which include missing the
structure of the result clause after ut and the relative clause after cuius. In terms of sense and accuracy, the resulting translation
is ‘less than half right’ and was credited 2. In section (iv), the over-literal ‘waged’ was allowed but two major vocabulary errors on
centum viginti and oram meant that the translation of this short chunk was not really ‘mostly correct’ and so it credited 3 rather than
4. Similarly, on the next short section there are two crucial vocabulary errors on priusquam and vastata but there is enough correct
otherwise for it to be credited 3. The candidate has done well to make good sense of the next section: the mis-spelling of Cercina
was not penalised and the only error is the omission of et – examiners decided to require understanding of et here (‘of their own
territory as well’) for the section to be credited full marks. This section was therefore credited 4. Section (vii) has also been handled
well but the candidate was one of many who struggled to make sense of exposuit, for which something like ‘settled’, ‘landed’,
‘put down’ or ‘disembarked’ was required. Section (viii) is less successful (inlati, insidias, cum = when/since) but there was enough
correct for it to be credited 3 (‘more than half right’). In section (ix), some knowledge of vocabulary is evident but there is little or no
understanding of the overall sense and so the section was credited 1. The last section was the hardest on which to gain marks and
the candidate was not alone in failing to connect soluta with solvo in the first part of the sentence. They also omitted ab litoribus and
confused hostium with hominum. After that, however, they have made good sense of the rest of the sentence and the translation of
the section was judged ‘more than half right’. It was therefore credited 3. Overall on the passage, the candidate has only gone badly
wrong on one section, but gaps in grammar and vocabulary knowledge limited the number of sections which could be judged
correct or mostly correct.
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Exemplar 1

38 marks

(i) 3 marks; (ii) 5 marks; (iii) 4 marks; (iv) 3 marks; (v) 5 marks;
(vi) 4 marks; (vii) 4 marks; (viii) 5 marks; (ix) 5 marks
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Examiner commentary
In section (i), there are at least two significant errors on a shortish chunk (mistaking the case of tibi, ignoring erat and incorrectly
translating gratus). This section is not therefore ‘mostly correct’ and so was credited 3. Section (ii) is correct. In (iii), examiners took
the failure to take solis as genitive as more than a ‘slight’ error and so this section was credited 4. Many struggled with section (iv):
the secrets were to see that frigus could be accusative (‘he took coolness’) and that ‘arborea ... ab umbra’ was a poetic way of saying
‘from the shade of a tree’ (the examiner did not allow ‘leafy’ here, although the meaning was close). Candidates who missed the
sense of the second half of the sentence were usually limited to 3 marks (‘more than half right’). Section (v) is correct. In (vi), many
candidates were foxed by the position of non or the form of quae (‘what comfort(s) did Apollo not say?’), as here. In this case, the
failure to take quae correctly is really the only error so the section is mostly correct and thus was credited 4. In the next section, at the
standardisation meeting examiners decided to require something like ‘gift’ or ‘favour’ for munus – another time they might perhaps
have also accepted this candidate’s ‘service’. Sections (viii) and (ix) are both quite correct. It was relatively rare for the final section
(ix) to be translated completely correctly and it thus confirmed that this candidate, who was credited 90/100 on the paper overall,
was one of the best. They show a confident knowledge of vocabulary and, as can be seen on section (ix) of the Ovid passage, an
excellent knowledge of grammar and syntax.
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Exemplar 2

36 marks

(i) 4 marks; (ii) 5 marks; (iii) 4 marks; (iv) 3 marks; (v) 5 marks;
(vi) 3 marks; (vii) 4 marks; (viii) 5 marks; (ix) 3 marks
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Examiner commentary
The candidate has made a good start to the passage in section (i), but examiners had agreed not to accept ‘welcome’ for gratus.
Section (ii) is fully correct and the only error in (iii) is the common confusion between sol and solus/soleo. Section (iv) is mostly
correct (3 marks) – like many candidates the candidate has not seen that frigus (neuter) could be accusative and the therefore object
of ducebat. The agreement of arborea with umbra has also been missed. Section (v) is correct but section (vi) is less successful –
like many others, the candidate has been foxed by the position of non in the first part and by the use of ut in the second. There is,
however, enough grasp of the structure and sense for the section to be credited 3. In the following section, examiners agreed at
the standardisation meeting to require ‘final’ for supremum – this section was therefore credited 4. Section (viii) is not quite correct
(‘weeping at’) but this was considered a slight enough error for the section to still be credited full marks. The final section proved
to be the hardest section of the paper on which to gain marks, but this candidate has done well to take lugebisque alios and aderis
correctly (which defeated many others). There are errors, however, on ingemuit, tristis and lugentibus, which limit the response to 3
marks (it is clearly not ‘mostly correct’).
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Exemplar 3

24 marks

(i) 2 marks; (ii) 3 marks; (iii) 5 marks; (iv) 3 marks; (v) 3 marks;
(vi) 3 marks; (vii) 2 marks; (viii) 2 marks; (ix) 1 marks
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Examiner commentary
The gaps in knowledge of grammar and vocabulary which were evident in this candidate’s translation of the Livy passage were more
evident on the Ovid question. In section (i), there is enough knowledge of vocabulary for it to be credited more than 1 mark, but the
candidate has not been able to see how the words fit together. In (ii), they have not seen that the two parallel clauses tu ... nova and
tu ... undam are both governed by the single verb ducebas. This is a regular feature of Latin poetry (and prose) and is worth practising
with candidates. The section is clearly ‘more than half right’, however, and was credited 3. In the next section, a variety of versions
were accepted for aestus erat mediusque dies and the ‘benefit of doubt’ annotation (BOD) shows that the examiner has accepted this
candidate’s attempt here. In section (iv), there are a number of errors (the case of sua corpora, the meaning of ducebas and the case
of frigus), so the section is not really ‘mostly correct’ and was therefore credited 3 rather than 4. Apart from mistaking hunc (as many
did) the candidate has done well with the first half of the next section but missed the sense of velle mori statuit. Statuit was regularly
taken as ‘stood still’ as if it was from sto. The section was credited 3 (‘more than half right’). A good effort has been made on section
(vi), but the number of errors (quae, ut, hunc, leviter) restrict the mark to 3 as it is not ‘mostly correct’. Section (vii) is less successful
– the majority barely makes sense but taking account of the mood of lugeat and the sense of tempore omni was enough for the
section to be credited 2. Section (viii) is also mostly incorrect and was credited 2. The last section was the hardest section on the
paper on which to gain marks and there is not enough grasp of the grammar or sense for this translation to be credited more than 1.
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Question 2(b)

Exemplar 1

5 marks

Examiner commentary
Line 1 is scanned correctly. In line 2, hērbōsā has been correctly scanned as three long syllables. The candidate appears to have
recognised that if herbosa is an adjective in the ablative singular agreeing with terra (‘on the grassy ground’) then the final syllable
must be long and consequently the middle syllable must be long as well. The candidate marked both of the final syllables of each
line as an anceps, which is allowed even when the quantity is obvious (if terra is ablative then the final -a is long). There are 12 correct
feet and therefore the response was credited full marks.

Exemplar 2

4 marks

Examiner commentary
Line 1 is scanned correctly. In line 2, hērbōsā has been scanned as a dactyl instead of three long syllables – this was a common error.
Most candidates recognised that herbosa was an adjective agreeing with terra (‘on the grassy ground’) but many did not deduce that
if herbosa is in the ablative case after in, then the final syllable must be long and consequently the middle syllable must be long as
well. This error often led candidates to take posuit wrongly (as here). The candidate has recovered nicely by foot 4, perhaps because
they realised that if sua agrees with corpora then the final -a of both words is short (neuter accusative plural) rather than long. There
are 10 correct feet and therefore the response was credited 4 marks.
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Exemplar 3

4 marks

Examiner commentary
Line 1 is scanned correctly. In line 2, hērbōsā has been scanned as a dactyl instead of three long syllables – this was a common error.
Most candidates recognised that herbosa was an adjective agreeing with terra (‘on the grassy ground’) but many did not deduce that
if herbosa is in the ablative case after in,, then the final syllable must be long and consequently the middle syllable must be long as
well. This error often led candidates to take posuit wrongly as a dactyl and sua as a spondee. Foot 3 is actually a dactyl so the error on
potuit was left unpenalised but sua was marked as an error as foot 5 is actually a dactyl not a spondee. There are 10 correct feet and
therefore the response was credited 4 marks.
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